The terminology in the following definitions will be used throughout this paper. DEFINITION . The conditional probability of a set A e 2t given the σ-field 35 is a SB-measurable function denoted by P s ( , A) such that for every Be35 -P(AB).
DEFINITION. The conditional probability (given 33) is the collection of functions
This collection is denoted by P 9 .
DEFINITION. For Aeϊt, a version of P s ( , A) is a selection from the equivalence class of P s ( , A) which will be denoted by p( , A\%$).
DEFINITION. A version of the conditional probability P s is a function p( , -133) on Xx 21 such that for each Ae2ί p( , A|33) is a version of P s ( ,^4). Also p(w, |33) will denote a section of p( , | 23) at we X. DEFINITION 2) ί P β (.,A'|S3)dP β = P β (A'B).
For, integrating the right side of (3.1) with respect to P gives
.
But P c = P on 33 and so the integral of the right side of (3.1) The following proposition is presented for the sake of completeness. Let (X, % P) be a probability space with (X, 21, P) denoting the completion. Suppose H is in 21 but not in 21. Let 31' = σ(2i, H). PROPOSITION 6. Let (X, SI, P), S3 c 2£, and 2t' = σ{% H) with He 2l\2I be given. Let P ι denote the restriction of P to 21'. If P s is regular then so is P® .
The proof can be viewed as an easy consequence of Lemma 3 and is therefore omitted.
The remainder of this paper is devoted to the single THEOREM 7. Let (X, 21, P) be a probability space with 21 generated by a countable field, Szf. Let *$/' be the field generated by J^ and H and 2Γ = σ{s/').
Let Then, a necessary and sufficient condition that P e be a canonical extension of P to W is that
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= a x or β(J^f) = β x for some Jzf which generates SL Proof. Necessity is obvious and only sufficiency is proved. Let be some field which generates §1 and a(Jzf) = a x . (For simplicity, write a(J^f) = a.) By hypothesis,
P e (HK) = aP{K) .
For A e Szf it follows by Lemma 8 that Both 0 Λ and ^^ are monotone classes containing Jzf; hence, the proof is complete by the monotone class theorem (see [3] , p. 60). Theorem 7 can now be proved. Hence, the defining properties of U A together with (7.3) and (7.4) say that P(U A ) = 0. If L A = {w\a w , A < a}, then an argument similar to the preceding one shows P(L A ) = 0.
Hence, for each set A e j&, there exists a P s null set on the complement of which a WiA = a. But where J^f is countable, it follows that there exists a P s null set, N, on the complement of which a w>A = a for all Ae sf.
Thus, and A e Finally, if a w = su^A es^aw>A , then it is immediate from (7.5) that P s a.e. a w -a = a x and by Lemma 9 the theorem is proved.
